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Taking the long view –
Near term concerns offset  
by long term optimism
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Market 
Sentiment  
Reflects Concern



The wall of worry

Recession

War  
Labor Shortages

Rising Interest Rates  

Political Divide

Energy Shortage

Safety

Global Tension
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• Outlook has been  
volatile since 2019

• Sentiment dropped  
significantly during  
the pandemic, then  
rebounded with the  
reopening of the  
economy

• Outlook for 2023  
reflects current  
uncertainty about the  
economy

Market sentiment for 2023
Percent of survey respondents who feel their business will be good to  

excellent in the coming year compared to the current year
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What is 
Normal?



A familiar recipe with some new ingredients
Normalizing, but we should face it some things have  

changed -- It could get a little messy
What is  
transitioning  
to a new  
normal

Inflation – Where does 
it  go from a 40-year 
high?

Rising interest rates –
How high? How long?

Real estate returns –
Down from record levels?
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New normal will also include how we have changed
Changes adopted over the last 3 years look like they will stick around

Notable  
Changes

In-Store vs. Online Shopping
-- Shoppers go back to the store
-- Online holds on to gains

Business Travel vs. Virtual
-- Value of face-to-face rediscovered
-- Hard to overlook cost savings and convenience of virtual

Work-From-Home vs. Return to the Office
-- Employees like flexibility
-- Employers want collaboration
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Property type outlook remains consistent
Despite evolving “normal” outlook by property type is little changed from last 
year
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• The ongoing migration to Sun Belt communities  
accelerated during the pandemic

• These same markets remain attractive, but growing  
pains are becoming more evident

– Home prices outpacing local incomes
– Inadequate infrastructure
– Burden on municipal services

• Markets remain popular with investors
– “You want to be where the people are”
– Seen as a transition phase
– Long term success will be based on how new  

challenges are met

Rewards – and growing pains – in the Sun Belt
Individual markets move to their own new normal
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Capital 
Markets



Capital moves to the sidelines
Wait and see attitude and not a full 
retreat

PwC    Emerging Trends in Real Estate 2023
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Quality and niche still popular
Market bifurcation may become more prominent

▪ Winners are those property types exhibiting  
continued strong fundamentals

▪ Industrial
▪ Multifamily

▪ Best in class properties in more challenged  
sectors

▪ Retail
▪ Office

▪ Niche sectors continue to garner more  
acceptance

▪ Life Science
▪ Data Center
▪ Self Storage
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Challenges

• No cookie cutter plan to utilize

• Identifying the appropriate targets

• Every building will need a new approach

• Making the economics work

Finding a higher purpose
Less traditional demand may increase opportunities  
for adaptive reuse

Opportunities

• Reduced demand due to changing behavior may  
lead to rising obsolescence

• Reuse seen as a potential solution to multiple  
challenges

– Affordable and subsidized housing
– Last mile distribution
– Meeting net zero carbon goals

• Possible adaptive reuse targets
– Office to Residential
– Hotel to Residential
– Retail to Distribution
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Emerging developments of  
ongoing trends



Too much for too many
Persistent attainable housing problem – Could get worse as affordability falls as a  

result of rising mortgage rates

PwC    Emerging Trends in Real Estate 2023
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If these trends sound familiar
They are, but that is because they remain important

Smarter, fairer cities through infrastructure spending
Infrastructure no longer just roads and bridges

Climate change’s growing impact
Climate risks will require a proactive approach

Action through regulation?
Regulation can bring clarity, but also unintended consequences
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PwC

The next couple of years  
may be bumpy, but we  
likely come out on the  
other side in an  
environment where the  
best operators  
differentiate themselves
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Non-Traded REIT 
Overview



1 Non-Traded REIT Industry Overview
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• Non-traded REITs are a direct investment that use the capital 
they raise from retail and other investors to purchase and 
manage real estate
– Generally income-producing properties but could also be 

mortgages in certain instances, investing in a variety of sectors.
• Shares of a non-traded REIT are not listed on any exchange, and 

there is no readily available resale market
– These entities must comply with all the SEC reporting requirements 

in general (including quarterly and annual reporting, Form 8-K 
reporting, proxy filings, and reporting on internal controls by 
management).

– Non-traded REITs do not require external auditor opinions on 
Sarbanes-Oxley Act (SOX) Section 404.

– Due to not being exchange listed or part of a resale market, the 
shares have historically been illiquid. The newer generation are 
generally perceived to have more liquidity and many provide for 
redemption on demand by the investor.

– Business plan generally provides for 20% or more of capital to be 
invested in more liquid real estate securities.

Non-traded REIT overview
Industry overview
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Non-traded REIT overview
Industry overview

• Non-traded REITs have certain characteristics that define them as an 
investment and differ from publicly traded investments
– Shares are available only to investors who meet suitability standards 

established by the state where they live
– While non-traded REITs historically had a limited lifespan, newer 

generation non-traded REITs are more akin to perpetual life vehicles
– Investors measure success by total return (cash distributions during 

lifespan of the program plus any appreciation of investment principal)
– Up-front fees associated with investing in a non-traded REIT may be in 

the range of 12% to 15%
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Interval Fund
A type of closed-end fund that repurchases, at periodic intervals, a limited number of outstanding shares from its shareholders offering a bridge between the benefits of 
open-end mutual funds and registered closed-end funds.

SEC Rule 23c-3

In the early 1990s, in response to investor demands 
for increased liquidity in the closed end fund market, 
the SEC adopted Rule 23c-3 which established the 
Interval fund.

Growth

Following a significant decline in 2008 due to the 
global financial crisis, fund launches surged from less 
than five in 2011 to approximately 20 in 2018. 
Average fund assets steadily increased topping $35B 
by the end of 2020.

Strategy

Prior to 2008, Interval funds were more focused on 
equity strategies; however, over the past ten years 
Interval fund strategies have evolved to primarily 
focus on credit, real estate, and derivatives or 
insurance-linked securities.

Reporting Considerations

Financial Reporting consistent with RICs
Capital Lifecycle
Valuation of Level 2 and 3
investments

Open-End Mutual 
Fund

Interval Fund Non-Traded REIT

Continual share offering ✓ s ✓ r ✓ r
Direct offering of shares 
at net asset value (NAV)

✓ r ✓ r ✓ r

Redemption
(or repurchase)

✓ r ✓ r Yes, usually with 
some restrictions

Redemption at NAV ✓ r ✓ r ✓ r

Redemption frequency Daily Quarterly, 
Semiannually, or 
annually

Typically, Quarterly

Redemption amount Unlimited 5-25% of o/s 
common stock

Up to 5% of NAV

Access to private 
investment assets

Up to 15% ✓ r ✓ r

Leverage limitations Maximum of up to 33 
1/3% of total fund 
assets for debt

Maximum of up to 
33 1/3% of total 
fund assets for debt

None

Regulatory filing N-CEN/N-CSR -
Semi-annual filing
N-Q - quarterly filing

N-CEN/N-CSR -
Semi-annual filing
N-Q - quarterly 
filing

10-Qs / 10-Ks, 8-Ks 
for significant
transactions

Reporting Fair value under ASC 
946

Fair value under 
ASC 946

Historical cost 
under GAAP with 
fair value NAV 
reported outside of 
FS for trading 
purposes



2 Non-Traded REIT Accounting, Reporting & Regulatory Considerations
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While not publicly traded, non-traded REITs are a public company that must register with the Securities and Exchange 
Commission
Initial filing requirements
File initial registration statement on Form S-11 under 1933 Act
● Balance sheets: audited historical cost balance sheets as of the end of the two most recent fiscal years (unless filing as a blind 

pool REIT)
● Income, cash flow and equity statements: audited historical cost statements covering each of the three most recent fiscal years,

or such shorter period as the issuer has been in existence (if filing as a blind pool REIT)
Emerging growth companies
● Issuer meeting the definition of emerging growth company (“EGC”) has decreased financial reporting requirements
● Issuer is an EGC if it meets certain criteria, including total annual gross revenues of less than $1.07 billion
● Initial and ongoing financial statement requirements only require two years audited income, cash flow and equity statements, 

management discussion & analysis sections, selected financial data, and historical financial data required for acquired property

Non-traded REIT accounting and reporting
Reporting matters
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Non-traded REITs are a public company that must register with the Securities and Exchange Commission
Ongoing reporting requirements (continued)
File annual (Form 10-K) and quarterly (Form 10-Q)

– Annual and quarterly financial statements are to be accompanied by Management Discussion and Analysis (financial condition, results of 
operations, liquidity)
1. Supplement schedules are required to be included in annual periods (Schedule III – schedule of real estate investments)
2. Management reporting on internal controls required (external auditor opinion not required - no public float)
3. Companies will need to create a financial statement production process, considering their timeline, data needs, review process, and 

reporting package.

File 8-K
• Form required to be filed with the SEC when certain significant reportable events occur (ie, acquisitions, disposals, hiring of a new Board 

member, material new agreement, changes in bylaws etc)
• Registrants generally have four business days to complete file an 8-K after the reportable event occurs

Non-traded REIT accounting and reporting 
Reporting matters (continued)
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Significant acquisitions require additional audited financial statements over the seller’s predecessor records
Ongoing reporting requirements (continued)
Rules 3-14 - Real estate operations:
• General requirement is to present 1 year of audited operating statements (including an abbreviated income statement) for certain real estate 

acquisitions that are significant 
- Examples include office, apartment and industrial buildings as well as shopping centers and malls (subject to Rule 3-14)
- Examples exclude nursing homes, hotels, motels, golf courses, auto dealerships and equipment rental operations (subject to Rule 
3-05)

Rule 3-05; Significant acquisitions:
• General requirement is to present 2 years of audited operating statements for those acquisitions that are significant, unless the business has 

been included in the registrant’s audited financial statements for nine months or a complete fiscal year, depending on significance
- Requirement only applies to certain types of real estate businesses and revenue streams
- Examples include nursing homes, hotels, motels, golf courses, auto dealerships and equipment rental operations

Rule 3-09; unconsolidated acquisitions:
• Requires additional disclosures or separate financial statements depending on significance

- Applicable for acquisitions of equity method investments

Non-traded REIT accounting and reporting 
Reporting matters (continued)
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Non-traded REIT accounting and reporting
Reporting timeline

SEC filing deadlines

Designation Filing deadlines
10-K 10-Q

Large Accelerated Filer 60 days 40 days
Accelerated Filer 75 days 40 days
Non-Accelerated Filer 90 days 45 days *

*Non-traded REITs are assumed to meet the requirements as non-
accelerated filers
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Non-traded REIT accounting and reporting

Accounting basis
• Nontraded REITs are not investment companies and are required to report 

on a historical cost basis in accordance with U.S. generally accepted 
accounting principles
– Initial and ongoing SEC filings are also on a historical cost basis and may 

require converting historical financial statements to historical cost (unless a 
blind pool offering is performed)

– Typical accounting basis differences for real estate include purchase price 
allocations from acquisitions, depreciation & amortization of tangible/ 
intangible assets, straight-line lease revenue recognition, ASC 842 lease 
accounting, and impairment of long-lived  assets

– Purchase price allocation required for all acquisitions, results in initially 
recording real estate at its fair value, allocated across tangible & intangible 
components

Trading NAV
• Shares are typically bought and sold at the Trading NAV of the class of 

shares on the date of the transaction (generally the prior month’s NAV per 
share). Given that nontraded REITs are required to report under the historical 
cost basis of accounting under GAAP there are commonly differences 
between between GAAP NAV and Trading NAV.

Reporting matters
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Non-traded REIT accounting and reporting
Impact of Sarbanes Oxley

The SOX Act legislates that companies should have internal controls in place over financial reporting and report quarterly that they are operating 
effectively.

32

Perform annual assessment of the 
effectiveness of internal controls over 
financial reporting

The periodic report states that financial 
information complies with the Exchange Act 
and fairly presents the financial condition and 
results of the operations

Various representations by certifying officers 
(CEO & CAO/CFO), similar to Section 906 
plus additional representations related to 
disclosure controls and procedures, internal 
controls, and fraud

Disclosure made to the public on a “rapid and 
current basis” of material changes to financial 
condition or results of operations

Section 404 Section 906 

Section 302 Section 409

Because non-traded REITs are assumed to be a non-accelerated filer, they are not subject to the auditors’ attestation under SOX
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Non-traded REIT accounting and reporting
Regulatory environment – Multi-share class and customer statements

Customer statements
• Required by NASD Rule 2340 and FINRA Rule 2310

– Requires estimated net asset value on quarterly customer account statements (or more 
frequent for monthly or daily NAV products)

– Requires estimated net asset value within annual report within 150 days following 2nd 
anniversary of breaking escrow, with valuations performed by 3rd party valuation expert 
(or atleast material assistance from) on annual basis

Multiple share class evolution
• Since 2011 nontraded REITs may be structured with multiple share classes

– Industry recognizes the value to investors of providing alternative fee structures, 
accelerating dramatically in anticipation of amendments to NASD Rule 2340
• Institutional investors (“I Shares”)
• Investors advised by fee-based professionals (“R Shares” or “W Shares”)
• Retail investors who might prefer differing sources of return and patterns of 

compensation for their financial advisors (“T Shares”)
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Non-traded REIT accounting and reporting
FINRA requirements

Minimum capital
1. Prior to the initial public offering, the sponsor, or any affiliate, shall contribute to the REIT an amount not less than the lesser of:

a. 10% of the total net assets upon completion of the offering, or
b. $200,000 as an initial investment.

2. The sponsor or any affiliate may not sell this initial investment while the sponsor remains a sponsor but may transfer the shares to other 
affiliates.

Suitability of shareholders
1. The sponsor shall establish minimum income and net worth standards for persons who purchase shares in a non-traded REIT
2. The sponsor shall propose minimum income and net worth standards which are reasonable given the type of REIT and the risks 

associated with the purchase of shares. REITs with greater investor risk shall have minimum standards with a substantial net worth 
requirement. 
‒ The administrators shall evaluate the standards proposed by the sponsor when the REIT’s application for registration is reviewed. In 

evaluating the proposed standards, the administrator may consider the several items, including the REIT’s use of leverage, tax 
implications, potential variances in cash distributions, potential shareholders, relationship among potential shareholders, the sponsor 
and advisor, liquidity of REIT shares, prior performance of sponsor and advisor. financial condition of the sponsor, potential transactions 
between the REIT and the sponsor and advisor, any other relevant factors.

34
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Non-traded REIT accounting and reporting
FINRA requirements

Limitations on fees, compensation and expenses
Organization and Offering Expenses: Shall be reasonable and not to exceed 15% of the proceeds raised in an offering.
Acquisition fees and expenses: 
The total of all acquisition fees and acquisition expenses shall be reasonable, and:
a. in connection with the purchase of a property, shall not exceed an amount equal to 6% of the contract price of the property, or
b. in the case of a mortgage loan, shall not exceed 6% of the funds advanced, or
c. in the case of a low income housing mortgage guaranteed by the Department of Housing and Urban Development (“HUD”), shall not exceed 

the limits imposed by HUD.
Trustees may approve fees in excess of these limits if determined to be commercially competitive, fair and reasonable to the REIT.
Total operating expenses: Deemed to be excessive if they exceed in any fiscal year the greater of 2% of its average invested assets or 25% of 
its net income for such year. 
Trustees have the fiduciary responsibility of limiting such expenses unless such independent trustees deem a higher level of expenses is 
justified for such year.

35
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Non-traded REIT operational considerations

Many new generation REITs are considering varying degrees of "outsourcing" but currently 
no "turn-key" single service provider currently exists. Other management teams are 
considering some combination of internal management supplemented by several external 
providers covering the following major areas:
• Accounting agent 
• Administration and reporting
• Hedging
• Valuation - FINRA estimates of NAV, assets and underlying debt
• REIT tax and 1940 Act Exemption testing

– Internal audit and SOX testing—frequently considering a complete out-sourcing or "co-
sourcing arrangement" 

• Management/financial reporting (including lender reporting)
• Budgeting/dividend management
• Investor relations
• SEC counsel, Fund counsel, independent legal counsel to the independent directors
• Distributor/underwriter assisting in selling shares of the fund
• Transfer agent
• Custodian

Infrastructure and systems
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IPO timeline
Key participants Pre-IPO readiness 4-8 months 1-3 months 20 days 1-10 days Offering day
Company • Assess and 

implement 
organizational 
readiness, including 
resources, state of 
internal controls, and 
distribution platform 

• Organizational all-
hands meeting 

• Prepare financial statements 
in accordance with GAAP/
SEC requirements

• Engage firm to audit 
financial statements

• “Quiet period” begins
• Execute letter of intent
• Select printer and 

transfer agent
• Review Regulation 

S-X compliance

• “Cooling off” period begin
• Executives perform road 

show

• Execute underwriting 
agreement

• Issue press release

Company’s 
Counsel

• Perform “housekeeping” of 
company records

• Draft S-11

• File with the SEC
• File with individual states

• Clear SEC comments • File pricing amendment
• File final registration 

statement
Independent 
Accountant

• Assist with readiness 
assessment items 

• Complete audit/review of 
annual and interim financial 
statements

• Review registration statement

• Audit/review updated 
financial statements

• Assist in responses to SEC 
comment letter

• Deliver draft “comfort 
letter”

• Deliver final “comfort 
letter”

Investment Banker 
and Banker’s 
Counsel

• Assess market 
• Present to board
• Perform due diligence
• Undertake “Blue Sky” filings

• Distribute “red herring”
• Orchestrate road show
• Solicit expressions of interest

• Form syndicate
• Place “tombstone”
• Continue due diligence

• Execute underwriting 
agreement

Financial Planner • Print preliminary registration 
statement/prospectus

• Produce SEC regulation 
“filing package”

• Print final registration 
statement/

• prospectus

SEC • Conference regarding 
any issues

• Review preliminary 
registration statement

• Issue comment letters and 
review responses

• Declare offering 
effective

Non-traded REIT IPO timeline
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Historical Cost - Asset Impairments 
In some cases, buildings or other assets may have been damaged or destroyed. In other cases, a 
company's operations or financial performance may be significantly affected by the loss of a significant 
supplier or customer or another event. 

When assessing impairment, distinguish between assets that are damaged and those whose value is 
impacted by changes in projected cash flows as a result of the disaster. 
▪ Assets that are destroyed should be written off to expense. Assets that are damaged may need to be 

written down or their useful lives may need to be revisited. 
▪ Assets impacted by changes in cash flows (e.g., output declines due to reduced demand) may need 

to be tested for impairment. See below:

39

Goodwill Indefinite-
lived intangible assets

Amortizable Intangible assets 
and other long-lived assets

Accounting standard ASC 350 ASC 350 ASC 360

Frequency Annual test 
/ trigger-based

Annual test / trigger-based Trigger-based

Methodology One step* One step Two step

Level at which impairment 
test is performed

Reporting unit Individual asset / combined 
unit of accounting

Asset group

Focus Fair value of 
reporting unit*

Individual asset fair value Recoverability of carrying amount 
of the asset group

* Assumes adoption of ASU 2017-04, Simplifying the Test for Goodwill Impairment

https://viewpoint.pwc.com/dt/us/en/fasb/GAAP/Codification/Codification/Codification/Assets/Intangibles_Goodwill_and_Other/Overall/350-10-00.html#SL2899439-128535
https://viewpoint.pwc.com/dt/us/en/fasb/GAAP/Codification/Codification/Codification/Assets/Intangibles_Goodwill_and_Other/Overall/350-10-00.html#SL2899439-128535
https://viewpoint.pwc.com/dt/us/en/fasb/GAAP/Codification/Codification/Codification/Assets/Property_Plant_and_Equipment/Overall/360-10-00.html#SL5312351-159038
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Property and casualty

• Analyzed using a loss recovery model

• If recovery under the insurance contract is probable, 
the company should recognize a receivable for the 
amount expected to be recovered

• Any amounts in excess of a recorded loss that are 
expected to be covered by insurance should be 
accounted for as a gain contingency

• An asset for a probable insurance recovery cannot 
be recorded if coverage is in dispute or if the policy 
is unclear as to how to calculate the reimbursable 
amount.

Business interruption

• Analyzed using a gain contingency model

• Recognized when the amount is realized or 
realizable

• Typically, a business interruption recovery gain 
would not be recognized prior to the insurance 
carrier acknowledging that the claim is covered 
and communicating the amount to be paid to the 
company.

• When the insured has received payment without 
the expectation of repayment or refund, the 
contingency is considered resolved and the gain 
should be recognized.

Insurance Recoveries – Historical Cost
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Fair Value Reporting Considerations

• Consider the impact of the changes in projected cash flows
- Costs to remediate the property
- Costs to rebuild damaged fixed assets
- Anticipated cash inflows from insurance carriers
- Changes to the projected hold period

• Consider the impact to significant assumptions (discount rate) 

• Consider the impact to comparables if necessary 

41
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Jeff Taveras
Asset & Wealth Management Director

(347) 840-1653
Jeffrey.taveras@pwc.com

Stephen Crisafulli
Asset & Wealth Management Director

(925) 389-1285
Stephen.w.crisafulli@pwc.com

Jeff Taveras is a director within the Asset & Wealth 
Management practice of PwC. He has more than 10 
years of experience in financial reporting and SEC 
compliance services. His client base ranges from 
publicly traded and non-traded REITs to 
management companies and their related advised 
open and closed end funds, specializing in real 
estate, real estate debt and infrastructure assets. 
Jeff has a Bachelor of Science and a Master’s degree 
in accounting from St. Francis College, is a licensed 
Certified Public Accountant, and is a member of the 
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants.

Stephen Crisafulli is a director within the Asset & Wealth 
Management practice of PwC in the Southern California 
market. He has over 10 years of experience in the financial 
services practice and primarily focuses on financial 
statement audits of real estate companies and private 
equity clients, including closed and open-ended private 
real estate funds, operating properties, REITs, private 
institutional separate accounts and other related ventures. 
Stephen has a BA in business economics from UCLA, is a 
licensed Certified Public Accountant, and is a member of 
the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants.
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